Results
The greedy triangulation (GT) of a set S of n points in the plane is the triangulation obtained by starting with the empty set and at each step adding the shortest compatible edge between two of the points, where a compatible edge is defined to be an edge that crosses none of the previously added edges. In this paper we present a simple, practical algorithm that computes the greedy triangulation in expected time O(n log n) and space O(n) for points uniformly distributed over any convex shape. A variant of this algorithm should also be fast for many other distributions.
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where 0(n2 log n) is the time required for an optimal comparison-based sort on~) distances, f(n) is the time required to test new edges for compatibility, and g(n) is the time required to update the data structure when a new greedy edge is added [29] . A naive test would compare each new potential edge to each of the existing edges (of which there are at most O(n)) for an 0(rz3) time algorithm.
Gilbert [101 presented a data structure allowing an O(log n) time compatibility test and an O(n log n) time update, thus improving the algorithm's overall time complexity to 0(n2 log n), without adversely affecting space complexity. He does this by building a segment tree for each point in the set, where the endpoints of the "segments" are the polar angles between the given point and every other point in the set. This alternate approach computes the constrained Deluanay triangulation of the points with the current set of GT edges as the set E. The next edge to be added to the GT can be found in linear time from the constrained Delaunay triangulation. The triangulation must then be updated to include the new edge in E, which takes O(n log n) time in the worst case. This gives an 0(n2 log n) time and O(n) space algorithm, 
Although
neither the G-T nor the Delaunay triangulation (DT) yields the MWT [26, 25] , the GT appears to be the better of the two at approximating it. In fact, for convex polygons the GT approximates the MWT to with a constant factor while the DT can be a factor of Q(n) larger [18] . For general point sets, the DT can be a factor of Q(n) larger than the MWT, but the best lower bound for the GT is Cl(@) [13, 17] . For points lying on a convex polygon or uniformly distributed points in a square, both the GT and the DT are expected to be within a constant factor of the M WT [20, 4] . For these reasons a large amount of effort has gone into finding efficient methods for computing the greedy triangulation. i < k,pipi+l are edges in T, and for 1 < i < k,pipi+l is the next edge around point pi in a clockwise direction from p~-~pi. Definition 2 Let pl, . . . , pk be a CW chain in straight line planar graph T.
If (pl, p2) is the first edge in a clockwise direction from a segment plq (with pl q not necessary an edge in T), then we say that pl, . . . . pk is a CW chain with respect to pl q.
We define a counter-clockwise chain, or CCW chain, in a similar fashion.
The new compatibility test method is based on the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 1 Given a set S of n points, let x, y, and z be oriented so that they form a CW triangle.
Let T be the partial triangulation in the standard greedy algorithm at the time when xz is tested for compatibility or at some later time. Let x, y, z be a CCW chain in T. Then triangle xyz contains no points in S in its interior and xz is either compatible with T or already in T.
(The lemma is also true if CW and CCW are interchanged.)
Given a set S of n points and a non-negative integer k S @, let T be a partial greedy triangulation of S constructed using the standard greedy approach of examining the jirst k interpoint pairs in nondecreasing order of distance and adding to T exactly those edges compat- Lemma 3 Let p, q be a pair of points in a set S. Consider the disc D of radius 6 = d(p, q)/(2@ centered at the midpoint of pq. Let pq divide the disc into two half-disks.
If both half-disks contain at least one point in S then pq cannot be in the GT of S. Then a =~d(p, q)z -462.
We will give a proof by contradiction making use of the following observation. pair is generated, test to see if it is plausible using the method described below.
Step 2: Generate all plausible pairs with r2 < B.
The easy way to do this is to find all points within 2B of the boundary of C and to generate all pairs. 
